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abbreviations

explanation of 161

parentheses 204

spacing 197

use of 209–211

ability/capacity, misuse of 181

abstracts

articles 116–117, 258

poster presentations 295

accuracy

of information 61, 84

of literature reviews 84

of reporting 136

acknowledgments 296

acronyms 297

active voice 166

adapt/adopt, misuse of 173

adjectives, hyphenation of 200

admitting ignorance

job interviews 344

media interviews 354

presentation of ideas 47

advance on royalties 323–324

adverbs, hyphenation of 200

advertising vs. scientific writing 15–17

affiliations, institutional see institutional

affiliations

affirmative constructions 167

aggravate/irritate, misuse of 174

Alexander, J. E. 63

algebraic variables 207–209

algorithm/heuristic, misuse of 181

allusion, misuse of 174

almanacs 49

alternatives, mutually exclusive 17

American Psychological Association

(APA) 60

American Psychological Association

guidelines 196–224

author notes 221

conflict of interest 224

footnotes 221–223

formatting 196–197

grammar 197–211

headings 211–212

quantitative issues 212–216

references 217–220

seriation 217

sources and permissions 223

American Psychological Society (APS)

265

amount of/number of, misuse of 174

analogies 117

analysis of data see data analysis

anchors of scales 208

AND operator 58–59

and/for, misuse of 174

animal rights 133–134

anomalous behavior patterns 34–35

anonymity 133

anxiety/fear, misuse of 182

APA see American Psychological

Association

APA Manual 117, 225, 231 see also

American Psychological

Association guidelines

apparatus subsection of “Methods” 120

appendix section 128

applied research/basic research, misuse of

182
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Arabic numerals 129, 197, 214

archival research 109–111

newsgroups 110

public records 110–111

websites 111

see also literature research

arguments

implications 74, 85

importance 74, 85, 276

presentation of 263

presuppositions 73

relation of literature to 260

validity 73, 85

article structure

abstract 116–117, 258

appendix 128

author and institutional affiliation 116

conclusions 84, 126, 152, 263, 278

content 147–154, 171

discussion 124–127, 263–264

introduction 117–118, 276

methods 119–122

order of sections 129–130

references 128

results see results section

title 115, 258

top-down 262

see also writing

artificial intelligence/simulation,

misuse of 182

as to whether, misuse of 175

Association for Psychological Science 60

asterisks for probability levels 222

attorneys 327

audience participation in lectures 337

audience targeting

articles 47

books 317

lectures 333–334

media interviews 353

author notes 70–72, 221

authority of information 61

authorship

books 320

papers 116, 138–140

authors with same surname 219

corporate author 219

multiple authors in references

218–219

no author 219

resolution of issues 274

poster presentations 295

restrictions on 282

autobiographical form of presentation 22

average, misuse of 183

averages, use in tables 229

avoidance learning/escape learning, misuse

of 183

bar charts 239

divided 240

basic research/applied research, misuse of

182

Beck, Susan 63

behavior

anomalous patterns 34–35

observation in oneself 31–33

observation in other people 30–31

puzzling patterns 35–36

between-subjects variables 91–92

bias

editorial 282

gendered language 171

volunteer 112

bibliographies 50

software 64

blind reviewing 288

body language 352

book publishers

choice of 315–316

contract offers 321–328

proposals 316–321

reputation 327–328

books

documentation of 71

edited 71

Boolean logic 57–59

box plots 235–238

comparison of data sets 238

outliers 236–237

brackets 205

“bridging” 344, 354

Bright Planet Software, online searching

tutorial 56

bring/take, misuse of 175

British Psychological Society 196

Buros Institute of Mental

Measurements 53

capacity/ability, misuse of 176

capitalization 206–208

conditions/groups in experiments 208

factors, variables and effects 207

nouns followed by numerals/letters 207
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proper nouns and trade names 206–207

titles and headings 206

titles of tests 207

captions

figures 246, 248

tables 231

cardinal numbers 214

catalogs, online 52

certainly, misuse of 175

chartjunk 226

charts 239–241

chat groups 55

checklist, lectures 337

checklists

article writing 130

book publishing 328–329

figures 250

literature reviews 85–86

pre-submission 274–279

tables 249

choosing a journal 259

authorship restrictions 282

Citation Reports 283–286

content 281

cost of submission 282

editorial bias 282

length restrictions 22, 275, 281

open vs. closed access 282

publication lag 281

quality 280

readership 281

CINAHL 52

Citation Reports 283–286

five-year impact factor 283

immediacy index 284

impact factor 283

number of articles 284

total cites 283

citations

articles 142

currency of 261

poster presentations 299

scope of 261

sources and findings 163

CiteULike bibliography software 64

clarity of ideas 45

classical conditioning/operant

conditioning, misuse of 183–184

cleaning up of data 263

Clearinghouse on Assessment and

Evaluation 53

Cleveland, William 225, 238

closed access journals 282

coauthorship 138–140

colon 199

color use in poster presentation 299

columns in tables 227–228

comma usage 197–198

communication with publishers 326

comparatives, and hyphen usage 200

compare to/compare with, misuse of 175

competition in books 318–319

compounds, and hyphen usage 200

comprise, misuse of 175

compulsion/obsession, misuse of 184

conceptual gaps 10

conciseness in grant/contract proposals

310–311

conclusions 84, 126, 152, 263, 278

concrete examples 276, 318, 331

condescension

in lectures 334

in media interviews 353

conditions in experiments, capitalization

of 208

confidentiality 133

conflict of interest 224

conflict resolution 30, 39

Congressional Record 59

consent forms 100–103

consistency of ideas 42, 45

content footnotes 221

content guidelines 147–154

checklist 171

continual/continuous, misuse of 175

contract offers from book publishers

321–328

hidden aspects 326–327

royalties 321–324

contracts 303

contradictions 65, 73, 258

control group/experimental group, misuse

of 184–185

control over research 112–113

coordinate clauses joined by conjunction,

comma usage with 198

copy-editing 325

copyright 204, 223

corporate authors, citation of 219

correlational studies 90

cost

of research 112

of submission 282

creative thinking 36–38
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creative writing 10, 158

critical evaluationof Internet research 60–63

criticism 44, 84–86

acceptance of 258

active solicitation of 261

articles 164–165, 269

lectures 335

poster presentations 301

critique of methods 84

culture-fair test/culture-free test,

misuse of 185

currency

of citations 261

of information 63

of references 270

dangling constructions 169

data

cleaning up of 263

collection, Internet-based 111–114

faking of 134–135

inclusion/exclusion of 137

interpretation of 137, 151, 153–154

misuse of word 175

scoring 99–100

unexpected 125, 256

uninterpretable 125

data analysis 114, 151

comparing data sets 238

conclusions 84, 126, 152, 263

decisions on 93

grant/contract proposals 312

reanalysis of data sets 142, 279

thoroughness of 262

data presentation 225–250

display design 227

figures

box plots 235–238

box plots and quartile plots 235–238

captions 248

checklist 250

graphs see graphs

numbering 248

preparation for publication 248–249

quartile plots 235–238

stem-and-leaf displays 233–235

submission 249

when to use 232–233

tables 123, 225, 227–232

checklist 249

construction, rules for 227–230

formatting 231

numbering 231

placement 230–231

ruling 231

titles 231

when to use 227

see also figures; tables

databases 52–53

government 59

debriefing 132

debrief sheet 227

example 105

deception 131

in debriefing 132

decimals 204, 216

deduction/induction, misuse of 185

degrees of freedom 124, 205

delivery of message 149

delusion/hallucination/illusion,

misuse of 186

dependent variable 121

misuse of term 186

selection of 89–91

depth of topics 332

descriptive statistics/inferential statistics,

misuse of 186

design of experiments 121–122

appropriateness of 262

inclusion in article 262

strengths and limitations 262, 279

type of 121

development of ideas 22–25

deviation IQ/ratio IQ, misuse of 186–187

dictionaries 50, 209

differences of opinion 261

different from/different than,

misuse of 176

digital object identifier (DOI) 219

digressions, avoidance of 160

direct quotes, use of 260

directions to participants 99

directories 50

disbelievers 46

discover/invent, misuse of 176

discretion

job interviews 341

media interviews 351

discussion boards 110

discussion section 124–126, 263

as argument 263

combination with results section

126–127

hierarchical organization 263
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limitations of research 264

poster presentations 296

disinformation on Internet 61

disinterested/uninterested, misuse of 176

disparate ideas 38–39

distress from experiments 132–133

diverse explanations 14–15

divided bar charts 240

documentation 70–72

books 71

edited books 71

journal articles 71

Dogpile search engine 56

dot charts 241

double quotation marks 201–204

drawings 249

dress code for media interviews 352

dropout 113

duplicate publication 143

ecological validity 89

editing for publication 272

editorial bias 282

editorial decision 289–290

acceptance with revision 289

acceptance without revision 289

no decision 289–290

rejection 289

rejection with suggestions for

revision 289

Educational Testing Service 53

effects, capitalization of 207

Ehrenberg, Andrew 225

electronic reference sources 219

electronic searches see search engines

The Elements of Graphing Data 225

elevator speech 300

ellipsis points 202

em dash 200

emotional intelligence 32

empirical evidence 43

empirically testable ideas 42

empiricism/nativism, misuse of 187

en dash 201

encyclopedias 51

EndNote software 64, 70–72

enormity/enormousness, misuse of 176

enthusiasm 43, 47

equations 213–214

general principles 213

merged with text 214

separated from text 214

ERIC (Education Resources Information

Center) 52

error bars in graphs 246

errors in proofreading 267

escape learning/avoidance learning, misuse

of 183

ethical issues 112, 131–144

article writing 136–144

faking of data 134–135

financial management/mismanagement

135–136

IRB approval 54, 135

nonhuman animal research

133–134

see also specific issues

evaluation

of ideas 41–44

evidence 43

explanation 44

feedback 44

resource constraints 42

of information 60–63

accuracy 61

authority 61

coverage 63

currency 63

objectivity 62

everyday experiences 117, 260

examples

concrete 276, 318, 331

use of 29–41, 158, 166

lecture notes 332

media interviews 353

exclusion of data 137

exhaustive alternatives 18

exorbitant claims 16

experimental control 89

experimental group/control group, misuse

of 184–185

experimental materials 95–97

description of 120

presentation of 98

experimental psychology, misuse of

187

experimental research 87–130

article writing 10, 114–130

see also writing

consent forms 100–103

data analysis 114

execution 108–109

planning 88–107

experimental subjects see participants
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experiments

bias of experimenter 21

conditions in, capitalization rules for 208

contradictory results from 65

ecological validity 89

experimenter effects 112

groups in, capitalization rules for 208

ideas developing along with 22–25

inadequate measures 21

replication of results 279

size of groups in 20, 276–277

explanation 44

by default 17–19

simplicity of 268

extrinsic motivation/intrinsic motivation,

misuse of 188

fact, misuse of 176

facts

historical 117

interesting 117

presentation 14–15

factor

capitalization of 207

misuse of word 176, 188

failures, reporting of 20–22

faking of data 134–135

farther/further, misuse of 176

fear/anxiety, misuse of 182

FedWorld website 59, 110–111

feedback see criticism

fewer/less, misuse of 176

figures 123, 225, 232–250

box plots 235–238

captions 248

checklist 250

graphs see graphs

numbering 248

outliers 236–237

placement 247

poster presentations 299

preparation for publication 248–249

quartile plots 235–238

relation to text 226

stem-and-leaf displays 233–235

submission 249

financial management/mismanagement

135–136

findings see results section

first-person references 156

fixation/regression, misuse of 189

focused writing 24, 150

font

articles 197

poster presentations 298

footnotes 221–223

content 221

numbering 223

reference 221

table 222–223

for/and, misuse of 174

foreign words/phrases 209

formatting, APA guidelines 196–197

font 197

horizontal spacing 197

margins 196

page numbering 197

tables 231

vertical spacing 197

former/latter, misuse of 177

fortuitous/fortunate, misuse of 177

fractions 204, 216

Freud, Sigmund 40, 80

funding agencies see grant/contract

proposals

further/farther, misuse of 176

gender-biased language 171

generating ideas 26–41, 88

consultation with others 26–27

examples 29–41

reading 27–29

generating interest 149, 255

genotype/phenotype, misuse of 189

Goleman, Daniel 62

“The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly”

website 63

good writing 10–12

government databases 59

grammar 165–171

abbreviations 161, 209–211

APA guidelines 197–211

capitalization 206–208

checklist 172

italics 208–209

punctuation 197–205

spelling 209

see also language

grant/contract proposals 302–314

background to research 308–309

basic concepts 302–306

benefits 304

conciseness in 310–311

data analysis 312
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experimenter’s qualifications 313–314

funding time 310

importance of research 307–308

motivating theory 309

organization 311

overheads 304

pilot data 310

plausibility of results 313

research outcomes 312

research question 307

tips for 306–314

graphs 238–243

avoidance of superfluity 244

bar charts 239

captions 246

clutter 226, 242, 245

data labels 245

design of 245–247

divided bar charts 240

dot charts 241

error bars 246

inclusion of zero point 247

logarithmic scale 247

making data stand out 244

notes and keys 246

overlapping symbols 246

pie charts 240

preparation for publication 248–249

reference lines 245

rules for construction 242–245

scale breaks 247

scale lines 245

scales 246

superimposed data sets 246

tick marks 245

visually prominent elements 245

guidelines

APA 196–224

content 147–154, 171

language/grammar 165–172

style 154–165, 171–172

hallucination/delusion/illusion,

misuse of 186

headings 211–212

capitalization 206

headstand hypothesis 21

heritability, misuse of term 189

Herrnstein, Richard 62

heuristic/algorithm, misuse of 181

hierarchical organization 81

historical development of ideas 117

hopefully, misuse of 177

horizontal spacing 197

hyphen 199–201

hypotheses

capitalization rules 207

testing of 257, 277

ideas 26–48

acceptance of 255

admitting ignorance 47

audience targeting 47

consistency with past research 42, 45

development of 22–25

empirical testing 42

enthusiasm for 43, 47

evaluation of 41–44

general interest 44, 255

generation of 26–41

logical flow 157

novelty 42, 149, 255, 276

objections 43

opposing constructs 38–39

origins of 140

persistence 48

persuasion 43, 46

presentation 45

revisiting 40

selling 44–48

size 43

weaknesses and limitations 47

identification/imitation, misuse of 189

illusion/hallucination/delusion,

misuse of 186

imitation/identification, misuse of 189

immediacy index 284

impact factor 283

implications of arguments 74, 85

implied logic for Internet searching 59

imply/infer, misuse of 177

importance of arguments 74, 85, 276

in-house assistance with book

publishing 325

inadequate measures 21

independent clauses, punctuation 198

independent variable 121

between-subjects vs. within-subjects

91–92

misuse of term 186

selection of 88–89

indirect proof 17–19

induction/deduction, misuse of 185

infer/imply, misuse of 177
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inferential statistics/descriptive statistics,

misuse of 186

information

accuracy of 61, 84

authority 61

currency 63

evaluation 60–63

organization 70–75

“Information and Its Counterfeits”

website 61

informed consent 132–133

consent forms 100–103

instant messaging 55

institutional affiliations

articles 116

poster presentations 295

institutional review board (IRB) 100

approval for research 54, 135

composition 105

intelligence 31

emotional 32

interesting facts 117

interesting, misuse of 177

internal consistency 42, 73, 85

Internet research 53–64, 109–114

archival 109–111

bibliography software 64

Boolean logic 57–59

chat groups and instant messaging 55

components of Internet 54–55

critical evaluation 60–63

domain restriction 57

government databases 59

journal articles 59

links to specific documents 57

magazine/newspaper articles 59

mailing lists 55

newspaper articles 52, 59

researcher home pages 60

resource sites 60

search engines 50–51, 55–57

search phrase 56

Usenet/Netnews 54

World Wide Web 54

Internet-based data collection 111–114

advantages 112

disadvantages 112–113

interpretation of data 137

intrinsic motivation/extrinsic motivation,

misuse of 188

introduction section 117–118, 276

invent/discover, misuse of 176

IRB see institutional review board

irregardless, misuse of 177

irrelevant topics 83

irritate/aggravate, misuse of 174

italics 208–209

its/it’s, misuse of 178

jargon

articles 161

poster presentation 297

job interviews 338–348

job talk 338

negative actions 344–348

“bridging” 344

embellishment 345

failure to be oneself 345

negativity 348

not admitting ignorance 344

not admitting to weaknesses 346

over-long answers 344–345

over-promotion of current

institution 347

seeking a positive response 345

specifying conditions of

employment 347

technology failure 346–347

too-smart answers 347

positive actions 339–343

commitment 341

covering up 341

discretion 341

enthusiasm for job 343

fitting in 342

hot-button issues 340–341

knowledge of institution 342

overcoming doubts 339–340

power structure of institution

343

selling ideas 340

jokes, avoidance of in lectures 336

journal articles 59

documentation of 71

journal reviews 270–272

perseverance 271–272

reading of 259

serious consideration of 271

see also referees

journals

appropriateness of paper for

274–275

choice of see choosing a journal

online 52
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space limitations 22, 275, 281

targeted writing 259, 269

JSTOR database 53

keys on graphs 246

keyword outlines 76

keywords 51–52

Internet searching 55

lack of previous research 117

lag, between submission and

publication 324

language 165–171

active voice 166

affirmative constructions 167

author notes 70–72, 221

checklist 172

conflict of interest 224

dangling constructions 169

gender-biased 171

in media interviews 350, 354

precision in 112–113

pronouns without antecedents 170

simplicity 165–166

split infinitives 170

unnecessary qualifiers 167–168, 350

in written work 165–171, 349

see also grammar; punctuation

latent content/manifest content,

misuse of 190

Latin abbreviations 210

latter/former, misuse of 177

laws, capitalization rules for 207

lay/lie, misuse of 178

learning/maturation/performance, misuse

of 190

lectures 330–337

audience participation 337

audience targeting 333–334

checklist 337

condescension in 334

confidence 335

defensiveness 335

depth of material 332

enthusiasm of presentation 333

jokes 336

narrative 335

opening 331

organization 332

pace and content 334

persuading/informing 336

relevance 333

scripts 331

summing up 337

use of examples 332

winging it 335

length of papers 13–14, 22, 257, 275, 281

less/fewer, misuse of 176

library catalogs 52

limitations of research 152–153, 264

LISTSERV mailing lists 55, 111

literally, misuse of 178

literature research 49–64

adequacy of literature 68

databases 52–53

methods 51–53

organization of information 70–75

psychological tests 53

reference materials 49–51

literature reviews 65–86, 258

accuracy 84

breadth of 83

checklist 85–86

conclusions 84

critique of methods 84

evaluation and feedback 84–86

goals 65

implications 85

importance of arguments 85

internal consistency 85

message 83

organization 70–75

outlines 75–83

poster presentations 296

relation to argument 260

topics 66–70

validity of arguments 85

writing 83–84

logarithmic scale in graphs 247

logical sequence of ideas 157

Lorenz, Konrad 80

magazine articles 59

mailing lists 55

manifest content/latent content,

misuse of 190

manuscript writing see writing

margins 196

marketing of books 324

materials see experimental materials

maturation/performance/learning, misuse

of 190

mean/median/mode, misuse of 191

Mechanical Turk 113–114
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media interviews 349–354

admitting ignorance 354

audience targeting 353

avoidance of “no comment” 352

avoidance of “tricks” 352–353

background knowledge 349

body language 352

“bridging” 344, 354

brief answers 349

conciseness in 353

condescension in 353

correcting misspeaks 352

directness 350

discretion 351

dress code 352

facial expression 351

gullibility 351

language 350, 354

loss of self-control 351

overemphasis of personal views 351

overexaggeration 350

thinking before answering 351

where to look 352

Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary

209

message of literature reviews 83

metaphors 117

methods of literature research 51–53

methods section 119–122

apparatus 120

design see design of experiments

materials 120

participants 120

poster presentations 296

procedure 122

metric units 211

Milgram, Stanley 131

minus sign 201

misconceptions 9–25

misinformation on Internet 61

misuse of words 173–195

nontechnical terms 173–181

technical terms 181–195

see also specific words

models and metaphors, generating ideas

40–41

modifiers, hyphen use with 200

moiré pattern graphics 226

“More research is needed” cliché 164, 264

multiple author citations 218–219

Murray, Charles 62

mutually exclusive alternatives 17

narrative

lectures 335

poster presentations 297

writing 256

nativism/empiricism, misuse of 187

nature/nurture, misuse of 191

negative constructions 167

negative results 20–22

Netnews 54

neurosis/psychosis, misuse of 191

newsgroups 110

newspaper articles 52, 59

nonhuman animal research 133–134

nonrestrictive clauses, hyphen

use with 179

nontechnical terms, misuse of 173–181

nonthematic organization 79–81,

127–128

NOT operator 58

notes

author’s 70–72, 221

footnotes see footnotes

on graphs 246

topic 72–75

nouns

followed by numerals/letters,

capitalization of 207

proper, capitalization of 206–207

novelty of ideas 42, 149, 255, 276

null hypothesis 22

misuse of term 191

number of/amount of, misuse of 174

number of papers 13–14

numbering

figures 248

footnotes 223

pages 197

tables 231

numbers 214–216

expressed in figures 215–216

expressed in words 215

general principles 214–215

rounding up 230

numerals

Arabic 129, 197, 214

capitalization rules 207

objectivity 19, 62, 266

referees’ comments 270

obsession/compulsion, misuse of 184

omissions 82

one, misuse of 178
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online tutorials 52

only, misuse of 178

open access journals 282

openings

book proposals 316

lectures 331

operant conditioning/classical

conditioning, misuse of 183–184

operators, Boolean 57–59

opposing constructs 38–39

OR operator 58–59

order of sections 129–130

ordinal numbers 214

organization

grant/contract proposals 311

ideas 157

information 70–75

author notes 70–72

topic notes 72–75

lectures 332

outlines 78–82

audience-focused 81–82

hierarchical 81

sticking with principles 79

thematic organization 79–81

poster presentations 297

origins of ideas 140

orthographic errors 267

out-of-print policy for books 325

outliers 236–237

outlines 75–83

advantages of 82–83

choice of 77–78

keyword 76

organization 78–82

sentence 77

topic 76–77

types of 76

use of topic notes 75

overexplanation, avoidance of 160–161

overheads 304

overreaction 19

overselling 16, 45

overstatement 162

page limits

grant/contract proposals 311

journals 22, 275

page numbering 197

painful experiments 132–133

paragraphs, seriation of 217

parameter/statistic, misuse of 192

parentheses 204–205

participant/subject, misuse of 192

participants

assignment to groups 121

confidentiality/anonymity 133

description of 120

directions to 99

dropout 113

interaction with 113

selection of 93–95

self-selection 113

participles without referents 169

passive voice, avoidance of 276

performance/learning/maturation, misuse

of 190

permissions 142, 275

books 325

crediting 223

persistence 48

persuasion 43, 46

organized presentation 48

persuasive writing 15–17

phenotype/genotype, misuse of 189

photographs 249

physical appearance of book 325

Piaget, Jean 40

pie charts 240

piecemeal publication 142–143

pilot studies 107, 310

plagiarism 140–141

of others’ work 141

self-plagiarism 141

planning 88–107

between-subjects vs. within-subjects

variables 91–92

consent forms 100–103

data analysis 93

data scoring 99–100

debrief sheet 227

dependent variable selection 89–91

directions to participants 99

experimental materials 95–97

generation of ideas see generating ideas

independent variable selection 88–89

IRB approval 54

participant selection 93–95

pilot studies 107

population access 112

population/subject, misuse of 192

poster presentations 295–301

abstract 295

acknowledgements 296
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poster presentations (cont.)

author and institutional affiliations 295

avoidance of jargon 297

citations 299

color use 299

contact information 296

criticism 301

discussion 296

dividing attention 300

elevator speech 300

engaging with viewers 301

figures and tables 299

font 298

handouts 301

justification of text 299

literature review 296

methods 296

narrative 297

organization 297

proofreading 298

punctuality 301

purpose of study 297

research questions 296

results 296

self-presentation 300

simplicity 297

staying with poster 301

title 295

white space 299

pre-submission checklist 274–279

precision in language 112–113

preconscious/unconscious, misuse of

192–193

presentation

efficacy of 24

experimental materials 98

facts 14–15

good writing 10–12

ideas 44–48

lectures 333

presuppositions of arguments 73

primacy/recency, misuse of 193

Primer in Data Reduction 225

principal/principle, misuse of 179

problem identification 148

procedure 122

ProjectMUSE 53

promotion of books 324

pronouns without antecedents 170

proofreading

articles 164, 257, 265–270, 275

checklist 267

poster presentations 298

typos and orthographic errors 267

see also revision of papers

propaganda 15–17

proper nouns, capitalization 206–207

proposals for grants see grant/contract

proposals

proposals to book publishers

316–321

author’s qualifications 320

checklist 328–329

communication 326

competition 318–319

description 317

details 319–320

in-house assistance 325

intended audience 317

marketing and promotion 324

opening 316

out-of-print policy 325

outline 317–318

physical appearance of book 325

publication lag 324

royalties 323–324

sample chapter(s) 321

summary 321

Psychological Bulletin 269

Psychological Science 259

psychological tests 53

psychosis/neurosis, misuse of 191

PsycInfo 53, 59

public records 110–111

publication lag

articles 281

books 324

publishers see book publishers

PubMed 53

punctuation 197–205

brackets 205

colon 199

comma 197–198

double quotation marks 201–204

hyphen 199–201

parentheses 204–205

semicolon 198

single quotation marks 204

puzzling patterns of behavior 35–36

qualifications

stating in book proposals 320

stating in grant/contract proposals

313–314
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qualifiers, unnecessary use of

media interviews 350

written work 167–168

Qualtrics 111

quantitative issues 212–216

equations 213–214

numbers 214–216

statistics 112, 124, 212–213

units of measurement 212

quartile plots 235–238

comparison of data sets 238

outliers 236–237

quasi-experiments 90

questions

research 260, 296, 307

rhetorical 117, 260

quotation marks

double 201–204

single 204

quotations

insertion of material into 202

omission of material within 202

permissible changes 203

random-assignment experiments 88–89

ratio IQ/deviation IQ, misuse of 186–187

readability of text 158, 275

readers

everyday experiences 117, 260

technical sophistication 161

why work should matter to 260, 276

writing for 157, 255–256, 258, 267–268

reading

how to read 28–29

what to read 27–28

reanalysis of data sets 142, 279

recency/primacy, misuse of 193

redundancy, elimination of 162–163, 257

referees

citation of 269–270

consideration of comments 270

selection of 288–289

writing for 257, 267–268

reference footnotes 221

reference lines in graphs 245

Reference Manager bibliography

software 64

reference materials 49–51

references 128, 279

APA guidelines 217–220

currency of 270

inclusion of cited works 270

list 220

text citations 217–220

refuting the evidence 17–19

regression/fixation, misuse of 189

rejection of papers 289

with suggestions for revision 289

relevancy of information in lectures 333

relevant, misuse of 179

reliability/validity, misuse of 193–194

replication of results 279

reporting results see results section

repression/suppression, misuse of 194

reprints 291

research

background to 308–309

control over 112–113

directions 28–29

frontiers of knowledge 28

generating ideas 26–41

importance of 261, 276, 307–308

in-depth 27

limitations 152–153, 264

next question 39–40

nonhuman animals 133–134

questioning interpretation of 33–34

see also experimental research;

Internet research; literature

research

research questions

articles 260

grant/contract proposals 307

poster presentations 296

resilience 355

respect for others 261

restrictive clauses, comma use with 198

resubmission of articles 260

results section 122–124

combination with discussion section

126–127

interest/importance 163, 276

negative results 20–22

nonthematic organization 127–128

order of presentation 262

poster presentations 296

thematic organization 127–128

thoroughness of reporting 262 see also

data analysis; figures; tables

reviewers see referees

reviews see journal reviews

revision of papers 265–270

rethinking 266

selectivity in 266
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revision of papers (cont.)

structural changes 267

see also proofreading

revisiting ideas 40

reward 20

rhetorical questions 117, 260

rows in tables 227–228

royalties 321–323

advance on 323–324

payment 324

ruling of tables 231

running title 115

sample size 20, 276–277

scale breaks in graphs 247

scale lines in graphs 245

scripts for lectures 331

search engines 50–51, 55–57

Boolean logic 57–59

detection of plagiarism 141

multiple 56

search phrase 56

secondary sources, avoidance of 261

self-plagiarism 141

self-presentation at poster displays 300

self-selection of participants 113

selling ideas 15–17, 44–48

job interviews 340

semicolon 198

sentences

clarity/readability 158

outlines 77

simple vs. complicated 158–159

seriation 217

of paragraphs 217

sharing credit 151

significant, misuse of 194–195

Simon, Herbert 41

simplicity

language 165–166

poster presentations 297

sentence structure 158–159

simulation/artificial intelligence, misuse of

182

simultaneous submission 143

since, misuse of 179

single quotation marks 204

Social Psychology Network 60

soft-selling technique 17

sources

citation 163

crediting 223

space limitations 22

spelling 209

split infinitives 170

state/trait, misuse of 195

statistic/parameter, misuse of 192

statistics 112, 124, 212–213

adequacy of 278

justification of 262

stem-and-leaf displays 233–235

comparison of data sets 238

stratified sampling 94

strengths and limitations 262, 264, 279

strong openings 148

style guidelines 154–165

checklist 171–172

see also article structure; writing

subject guides 52

subject/participant, misuse of 192

subject/population, misuse of 192

submission of articles 280–288

choosing a journal 259

cost of 282

editorial decision 289–290

post-submission process 290–292

pre-submission checklist 274–279

simultaneous submission 143

what happens after 288–289

summary statements 159

superlatives, and hyphen usage 200

suppression/repression, misuse of 194

Survey Monkey 111, 114

synonyms, avoidance of 257

tables 123, 225, 227–232

checklist 249

construction, rules for 227–230

footnotes 222–223

formatting 231

layout 230

numbering 231

placement 230–231

poster presentations 299

relation to text 226

rounding of numbers in 230

rows and columns 227–228

ruling 231

titles 231

use of averages 229

when to use 227

take-home message 154, 258, 278–279

take/bring, misuse of 175

taking criticism 301
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technical terms, misuse of 181–195

technical variance 113

tests, capitalization of titles 207

text citations 217–220

authors with same surname 219

corporate author 219

electronic sources 219

multiple authors 218–219

no author 219

standard formats 217–218

textbook proposals see proposals to book

publishers

that/which, misuse of 179

thematic organization 79–81, 127–128

thesauri 51

this, indefinite 170

tick marks in graphs 245

title

articles 115, 258

capitalization 206–207

poster presentation 295

tables 231

tests, capitalization 207

top-down structure 262

topic notes 72–75

implications of arguments 74

importance of arguments 74

internal consistency of arguments 73

presuppositions of arguments 73

use of 75

validity of arguments 73

topic outlines 76–77

topics 66–70

adequacy of literature 68

coverage of 63

difficulty 68

interest to writer 66, 255

irrelevant 83

too broad 69–70

too easy/too safe 67–68

trade names, capitalization 206–207

trait/state, misuse of 195

transitions 160

try, misuse of 180

Tufte, Edward 225–226

Tulving, Endel 37–38

Tversky, Amos 37

typographical errors 267

unconscious/preconscious, misuse of

192–193

underselling 45

unexpected data 125, 256

uninterested/disinterested, misuse of

176

uninterpretable data 125

unique, misuse of 180

units of measurement 212

Usenet 54

utilize, misuse of 180

validity of arguments 73, 85

validity/reliability, misuse of 193–194

variability/variance, misuse of 195

variables

algebraic 207–209

capitalization of 207

dependent 89–91, 121, 186

independent 88–89, 91–92,

121, 186

variance/variability, misuse of 195

vertical spacing 197

Vivisimo search engine 56

volunteer bias 112

websites 111

Webster’s Third New International

Dictionary 209

which/that, misuse of 179

while, misuse of 180

white noise, misuse of 195

whom, misuse of 180

whose, misuse of 181

within-subjects variables 91–92

words

foreign 209

misuse of 173–195

nontechnical terms 173–181

technical terms 181–195

numbers expressed as 215

World Wide Web 54

writing 10, 83–84, 114–130, 253–264

APA guidelines 196–224

books see proposals to book publishers

checklist 130

creative 10, 158

ethical issues 136–144

fitting to findings 256

general vs. specific 257

hypothesis testing 257

for journal class 259

language/grammar 165–172

lectures 330–337

length of papers 13–14, 257
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writing (cont.)

narrative 256

novelty 257

organization 82

proofreading 164, 257

quality 10–12

readability of text 158, 275

for readers 157, 255–256, 258, 267–268

for reviewers 257, 267–268

steps in 22–25

style 154–165, 171–172

take-home message 154, 258, 278–279

vs. advertising 15–17

see also article structure

XYZ phenomenon 17

yearbooks 51
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